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Focal Students
Using words and other
meaning-carriers to share
information and do things
for reasons other than using
the information in
meaningful ways (e.g., for
getting points & praise,
showing learning,
winning, etc.)

Do you have any students who
want to learn, but they:
aren’t motivated enough by points and grades?
have learned to “play” school?
do the bare minimum?
have adeptly figured out how to talk as little as
possible in activities that require talk?
• feel like they don’t belong?
• struggle academically because of language?
•
•
•
•

Using words and other
meaning-carriers to share
information for doing
meaningful things (building,
creating, changing,
deciding, clarifying,
negotiating, arguing, etc.)
that just one person can’t
do. (R-W-L-S-C)

So what?
Understanding Language
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Authentic Communication Features

IDEA

An Example of Idea Building

For developing content, thinking, language, and social skills

CLARIFY

(This will be different for each student.)

SUPPORT
to for
design
a two
physical
model
Orbit
happens
when
theofcentripetal
AHow
plan
experiment
that
Whenever
I an
have
the
three
that
shows
how
tectonic
plate
force
stays
to thegravity.
force
of
variables
distance,
time,
&
helps
usofequal
measure
gravity.
. the third.
movement
earthquakes
speed,
I cancauses
figure out

q Purposeful
building of
idea(s)

Support Clarify
Clarify Support Clarify
Support Clarify
Clarify
Clarify Clarify
Clarify
Clarify Support Clarify Support
Support
Support Clarify
Clarify
Clarify
IDEA
Support Clarify Clarify Support Clarify

Gravity and the rotation around gravity “anchors” play a
large role in the formation of galaxies and stars.

q Information
gap(s)

q If needed, there is attention to
language in service of communication

(Language modeling & scaffolding, sentence frames, practice, feedback, etc.)
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The moon as an example Studying for the
Group work on
test
of rotation & gravity
presentation
Diagrams in an David’s poster and Sci–Fi video clip on black
article
holes
explanation
Forces in
Orbit Lab

Writing up the lab
report

Looked up
description of gravity

Newton’s law of
gravitation

Milky Way &
Spiral NGC 2997

Textbook
examples
Explanation in
article
YouTube
example

Drawing of gravitation forces
between planets
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Building Ideas Mindset (RWLSC)

What are Ideas

that students would-could-should build?

Claim
Conclusion
Argument
Solution
Pattern
Prediction
Procedure
Relationship

Interpretation
Concept
Opinion
Theory
Plan
Inference
Hypothesis
Approach
Explanation

Animals use energy to grow, heal,
and
warm.
Thekeep
energy
that animals have

?
Understanding Language

Fostering Voice, Agency, Autonomy, Engagement,…

originated from the sun.
All life needs water.
In a chemical reaction is a
rearrangement of molecules and
atoms, but it is balanced.
Gravity is reduced as two objects
get further apart or have less mass
I can use a baseball bat, baseball,
and a car to show Newton’s 3 laws.
Multiplying fractions makes them
even smaller.
Jeff Zwiers
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Building Ideas and Bridging Information Gaps
with Structured Interaction Activities:

Information Gap Activities

What ideas am I/we
building this week
and how do
these tasks
& texts
help?
What new
ideas can
I start
building
today?

Model for students how you will
respond to the prompt
○

2.
3.
4.

5.

You are thinking of moving to the habitat
where your partner lives. Ask him or her how
you need to adapt in order to survive.

Act out words they will need
Students read own cards and try
to remember the information.
Have them find all three other animals
and learn how you would need to adapt
to survive in each of their habitats.
Have them prepare to describe their
evolving idea using these examples.

How can I
help others
build their
ideas a
much as
possible?

Information Gap Cards
Idea to Build: A common misconception is that forces cause motion. Actually, forces
cause accelerations. Build up an argument using Newton’s 3 Laws of Motion and
examples to change this misconception in someone’s mind.

Ask for clarification and for support with
examples, when needed, to build up your own
idea and help your partners build up their ideas.

Information Gap Cards: If you want to live here,…
1.

Is this idea as clear and strong as
possible? (How can I avoid being asked
r
to clarify and support it?)

Do Info Gap Activities have the
Features of Authentic Communication?

• What are you?
• Where do you live?
• How have you adapted to eat
what you eat?
• Because I eat___, I have ____
• How have you adapted to avoid
dangers?
• One trait that helps me avoid…
• Can you clarify...give an example..
• For example, one time I…
(remove these the third time)
Understanding Language
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Building Ideas and Bridging Information Gaps
with Structured Interaction Activities:

APPLICATION TIME
Think about how you might plan using
Information Gap activities-–and/or adaptations in
your upcoming units or lessons.

Stronger-Clearer Each Time Activities

Asking Questions, Interpreting Data & Constructing Explanations

Designing “Stronger & Clearer Each Time” Activities

1. Prompt for an original response
2. Successive partners: borrow and use the language, ideas,
and evidence each time-->
• Stronger (often longer) with better supporting evidence
and examples, and
• Clearer with more precise terms and linked, organized,
complete sentences.
3. Listeners push for clarification & support, and offer ideas
4. Scaffolds are reduced during the activity.
Understanding Language
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Student Model of “Stronger & Clearer Each Time”
So, Why are they different
speeds? Maybe cuz the
magnets were in different
places, I think.

Switch
partners!

I think the magnets made more
weight on the outside, so it was
slower. I don’t know.
Cuz on the outside they
move longer, and so if it’s
heavier, it’s harder to.

Why do you think more
weight on the outside
makes it slower?

Silvia

1 st
Partner

What happened and why?

Student Model of “Stronger & Clearer Each Time”
So, Why are they different
speeds? Maybe cuz the
magnets were in different
places?

Switch
partners!

I think the magnets made more
weight on the outside, so it was
slower. I don’t know.
The magnets are heavy in the middle
of the pan, the wheel, so they are
easier to turn, but the outside has
more weight to turn. I wonder why
the faster one didn’t go further.

I think the magnets on the
outside made the outside
heavier, like harder to move. So
it started slower.

Silvia

2 nd
Partner

What happened and why?

3
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Student Model of “Stronger & Clearer Each Time”
So, Why are they different
speeds? Maybe cuz the
magnets were in different
places?

The magnets are heavy in the middle of
the pan, the wheel, so they are easier
to turn, but the outside has more
weight to turn.

I think the magnets on the
outside made the outside
heavier, like harder to move. So
it started slower.
I think they were different because the
outside moves longer. And more magnets
makes it heavier, so slower. The magnets
on the inside don’t turn as much, just a
little. So that wheel started faster. But they
stopped the same cuz of the same weight.

3rd
Partner

Silvia

What happened and why?

Stronger & Clearer Each Time

Stronger-Clearer Explanation

Explain what being in orbit means, how it works, and how you might
use
Newton’s
You
are
doctor
will
give
a
You
are
You
have
just
You
are
alooking
scientist
You
doctor
Argue
with
aphysics
person
isin2/rsitting
Why
Using
do
the
scientists
model
you
think
developed,
there
was
a howanswering
In
the
Forces
in
Orbit
Lab,
how
the
2the
How
are
memories
stored
Explain
the
of=who
aexplain
child
Law
of Universal
Gravitation
(force
G*m
1 *m
) to explain
fastare
a satellite
this
presentation
on
this
into
ways
different
who
needs
toto
come
answering
this
needs
to
go around
the
moon
to
stay
inyou,
orbit
at“I
just
20 km abovestudied
the surface.
changes
you
made
and
what
you
observed
on
the
couch
and
tells
have
Big
explain
Bang?
how
the
circulatory
system
question
from
afor
brain?
topic
to
Big
Bang
swinging
on
harness
energy
forms
of
upcenters]
with
specs
[Centripetal
force,
Fc =a(mswing.
1 v2 )/r where r is the distance betweenquestion
the
from
a at

Name

represents
what happens in space.
no energy.”
works.

patient.
Theory
skeptics.
playgrounds.
the
next
satellite
patient.

(just two or three key words, if any)

Me

Interaction Mini-Lines

I think the magnets made more
weight on the outside, so it was
slower. I don’t know.

1. Hold the end of the paper strip just under
your lip and let it extend out and curve down.
2. Tell a partner what you think will happen if
you blow out above the paper. Explain why.

1.

3. Blow above the paper and notice what happens to it.

2.
3.

Me
Listeners can & should:

Orbit means…
- Prompt for
clarification
15 sec “take w/ me”
In order to figure out the velocity needed to maintain orbit, - Prompt for
support
Jigsaw variation
…
- Help with “What about…?”

Understanding Language

Follow w/ conversation
Jeff Zwiers
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Pre- and Post-Writing

Stronger & Clearer Each Time
Name

Why does the paper go up when you blow straight out
over it?

(Me)

(Just two or three key words, if any)

1.

(one or two words from this person that will strengthen or clarify my answer)

2.

"

3.

Me

4. The paper was lifted up, even though the air was not coming
from down below it. Think of the clearest possible scientific
explanation for what you saw. Write one or two words in your
grid.

“
(M y final written explanation)

Due to the …, the paper is lifted up…
When you blow above the paper, you …

Listeners can & should:
- Prompt for clarification
15support
sec “take w/ me”
- Prompt for
variation
- Help withJigsaw
“What
about…?”

Follow w/ conversation
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Do Stronger & Clearer Each Time Activities have the
Features of Authentic Communication?

APPLICATION TIME
Think about how you might craft prompts for and use
Stronger & Clearer Each Time activities (and/or
adaptations to similar activities such as Gallery Walks
and Jigsaws) in your upcoming units or lessons.

Engage
Explore
Explain
Elaborate
Evaluate

Practices to Help in Crafting Prom pts

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
Understanding Language

Asking questions (sci) and defining problems (eng)
Developing and using models
Planning and carrying out investigations
Analyzing and interpreting data
Using mathematics and computational thinking
Constructing explanations (sci) and designing solutions (eng)
Engaging in argument from evidence
Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information

Jeff Zwiers
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Most Activities Can Cultivate Conversation Skills
(Clarify & Support)

ACADEMIC CONVERSATIONS

How can we get students to push themselves and peers to clarify and
strengthen in order to build up ideas in other activities?

Read & answer questions
Create a group poster
Plan & perform a lab
Write an article
Simulation
Whole class discussion
Solve a problem in pairs
Understanding Language

•
•
•
•
•

Four Corners
Oral Presentation
Gallery Walk
Think-Pair-Share
Jigsaw
Watch a video
Games
Jeff Zwiers
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The Power of Conversations
(Why face-to-face communication is worth it)

CONTENT: Clarify,
Use, & Reinforce

LANGUAGE:
Input + Output

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
ACADEMIC THINKING:
Critical & Creative

Craft Effective Prompts
Model & Analyze Conversations
Self-Assess Conversations
Use the Argument Balance Scale
Use a Third Observer

Social Skills, Relationships
Voice, Empathy, Equity,
Agency, Identity, Belonging

REVIEW: Constructive Conversation Skills: Building an Idea
Build up an Idea (at least to here)

Clarify

Support

Support

Idea
Clarify

Support

Hand m otions

Support

Support

Clarify

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ask ?’s
Define
Elaborate
Paraphrase
Negotiate
Analogy
Synthesize

5
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What does building an idea look like?

What does building an idea look like?

IDEA

(And how do we decide if it’s built up enough?)

CLARIFY

(And how do we decide if it’s built up enough?)

PROMPT: Why do animals adapt?

SUPPORT

PROMPT: Why do animals adapt?

IDEA

A type of animal changes its body
over millions of years to get food.
What does adaptation
mean?

Adaptation helps animals to get food.

What does building an idea look like?

What are examples of
those adaptations?

What does building an idea look like?

IDEA

(And how do we decide if it’s built up enough?)

IDEA

(And how do we decide if it’s built up enough?)

PROMPT: Why do animals adapt?

PROMPT: Why do animals adapt?

Oh yeah, like rabbits run fast
to get away from bobcats.
And they do
What about adapting to get away
camouflage, too. from things that want to eat them?

Adaptation helps animals to get food.
A type of animal changes its body
over millions of years to get food.
What does adaptation
mean?

Eagles have good eyes to For
Tuna &
example? swordfish
see little animals

What are examples of
those adaptations?

And some fish swim really fast
to catch little fish to eat them.

What does building an idea look like?

A type of animal changes its body Eagles have good eyes to For
Tuna &
over millions of years to get food. see little animals
example? swordfish
What does adaptation
What are examples of
And some fish swim really fast
mean?
those adaptations?
to catch little fish.

What does building an idea look like?

IDEA

PROMPT: Why do animals adapt?

Adaptation helps animals to get food.

Adaptation helps animals to get food.
OK, so do we
And the stick bug look just like
The fish matches its color &
patterns to the sea bottom to hide tree branches to hide from birds fix our idea?
Yeah, but remember that What’s Oh yeah, like rabbits run fast
How are those
flat fish & the stick bug?
to get away from bobcats.
good examples?
that?

Yeah, but remember that What’s Oh yeah, like rabbits run fast
How are those
that?
flat fish & the stick bug?
to get away from bobcats.
good examples?
Like army
When they look And they do
What about adapting to get away
clothes?
like stuff to hide camouflage, too. from things that want to eat them?
A type of animal changes its body Eagles have good eyes to For
Tuna &
example? swordfish
over millions of years to get food. see little animals

Like army
clothes?

What does adaptation
mean?

What does adaptation
mean?

What are examples of
those adaptations?

And some fish swim really fast
to catch little fish.

IDEA

(And how do we decide if it’s built up enough?)
PROMPT: Why do animals adapt?

(And how do we decide if it’s built up enough?)

And they do
What about adapting to get away
camouflage, too. from things that want to eat them?
A type of animal changes its body Eagles have good eyes to For
Tuna &
example? swordfish
over millions of years to get food. see little animals
When they look
like stuff to hide

What are examples of
those adaptations?

And some fish swim really fast
to catch little fish.
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What does building an idea look like?
(And how do we decide if it’s built up enough?)
PROMPT: Why do animals adapt?

SUPPORT

Yeah. Adaptation helps animals to get food & not be food.

OK, so do we
And the stick bug look just like
The fish matches its color &
patterns to the sea bottom to hide tree branches to hide from birds fix our idea?
Yeah, but remember that What’s Oh yeah, like rabbits run fast
How are those
flat fish & the stick bug?
to get away from bobcats.
good examples?
that?
Like army
clothes?

And they do
What about adapting to get away
camouflage, too. from things that want to eat them?
A type of animal changes its body Eagles have good eyes to For
Tuna &
example? swordfish
over millions of years to get food. see little animals
When they look
like stuff to hide

What does adaptation
mean?

What are examples of
those adaptations?

SCIENCE Conversation Prompts

IDEA
CLARIFY

And some fish swim really fast
to catch little fish.

q There is an engaging purpose for
conversing that (a) connects to lesson
objectives, and (b) requires thinking &
doing/building something with ideas

(e.g., create, clarify, argue (=>consensus), decide,
rank, solve, evaluate, combine, compare, choose,
fortify, build, & transform) (+ Agency)

q There is a need to talk
(info gaps; bring unique ideas)
q There are clear directions for how to
converse (language use, thinking, content
concepts…)
Understanding Language

Understanding Language
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Types of Conversations in Science

SCIENCE Conversation Prompts
q There is an engaging purpose for
that (a) connects
Inconversing
your conversation,
compare to
thelesson
data
objectives,
and
(b)lab
requires
thinking
that
you got in
the
with that
of your&
doing/building
something
with
ideas
partner.
create,
clarify,
argue (=>consensus),
If (e.g.,
the data
are
different,
jointly comedecide,
to
rank, solve, evaluate, combine, compare, choose,
possible explanations for this; if similar,
fortify, build, & transform) (+ Agency)
explain why. Make sure your explanations
clearisand
use scientific
qare
There
a need
to talk language such
as:(info
We gaps;
believe
thatunique
differences
bring
ideas)in the
data are due to…” Come up with a final
conclusion
that
describes
what
q There are clear directions for you
how to
learned—or
were supposed
to learn—
converse (language
use, thinking,
content
from
the lab.
concepts…)

Collaboratively come up with a plan for
constructing a space elevator. Address
challenges, such as how to get the
counterweight into space, how to get the
end(s) of the cable up and connected,
how to calculate the weights and limits.
When disagreement arises, build up both
sides with evidence, and then decide on
the strongest side. Write down any
ongoing questions that you and other
engineers might have to help you finish
this plan.

Decide whether or not to invest federal
money in solar power or ocean-based
power (waves, tides, thermal differences)
Engage in a collaborative argument
conversation in which you and your
partner build up both sides of the issue
and. Use evidence and discuss the
credibility of sources. Discuss and
negotiate types of screen time, if
necessary, for your final decision. Use
evaluation language such as outweigh,
weak/strong because, credible, etc.

q Collaborating to interpret data and observations to
then generate scientific explanations and arguments
q Collaborating to solve problems (big and small)
q Deciding if and how the evidence supports one side or another of a
scientific argument
q Collaborating to agree on the best ways to communicate ideas to others
q Role-based improv conversations (e.g., life of star and planet)
Craft a conversation prompt that you will use in class.

Jeff Zwiers
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Sample Conversations (to Improve)
PROMPT:

⎕ Useful & Engaging Purpose

⎕ Need to talk + Unique ideas

⎕ # of Turns
⎕ Pose

QUANTITY
⎕ Length of turns
QUALITY

Use conversation skills:

⎕ Clarify

⎕ Support

⎕ Clear and Helpful Directions

⎕ Evaluate

OTHER KEY SKILLS
⎕ Listening ⎕ Speaking ⎕ Thinking ⎕ Content ⎕ Nonverbal ⎕ Valuing Ideas
L a n g u a g e , L it e r a c y , & L e a r n in g in t h e
C o n te n t A re a s

I think air has weight. Remember the balloon?
I disagree because I can’t feel it.
I respectfully disagree with you.
Then we just agree to disagree, right?

Lisa:
Edgar:
Lisa:
Edgar:
Lisa:
Edgar:

We didn’t keep the variables the same. We don’t know the cause.
It was close enough. I don’t want to redo it.
But the water was different temperatures.
I don’t think it matters.
But we got dots all over the graph. It should be a line.
It might be a circle.

⎕ Equity

to authentically build and argue useful ideas

Understanding Language

Laura:
Eli:
Laura:
Eli:

Jeff Zwiers
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Collaborative Argumentation

Sample Conversation (What to Say Next?)
PROM PT: W hat is Cosm ic M icrowave Background radiation and why is it im portant?

Ana:
Meg:
Ana:
Meg:

So, what is Cosmic Microwave Background radiation?
It’s like really old light that we can’t see.
What do you mean?
A few hundred thousand years after the start of the Big Bang, it cooled enough so that
photons could get out and move around.
Ana: Oh yeah. The video said that CMB is what is leftover from those photons.
Meg: I still wonder how do they know they’re so old?
Ana: I think cuz they are everywhere. Remember that picture? They said something like cuz
they are everywhere and the same temperature, that it’s older than all the things like
suns, and stars, and planets.
Meg: And it’s important cuz I think the teacher said it’s like proof of the Big Bang.
Ana: Oh yeah. They think it was from just after the Big Bang. They predicted it an then
found it.
Meg: Why did they predict it?
Understanding Language

Structuring Collaborative Argument Conversations:
Argument Scale

Constructive Conversation Skills: Collaborative Argument
Build up 2 nd Idea (at least to here)
Com peting Idea

Build up an Idea (at least to here)
Idea

Clarify

Support

Support

Clarify

Support

Support

Evaluate
& Com pare
Evaluate
& Com pare

Clarify

Support

Evaluate

Clarify

Support

Support

Support

Jeff Zwiers
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Claim

Support

Opposite or
Different Claim

Which claim’s reasons, evidence, and
explanations ‘weigh’ the most?

Clarify

Claim/Position
Yes
Support

vs.

All
petroleumisis
Biodiversity
biogenic
important

Claim/Position
No

Clarify

& Com pare

Hand m otions

Argument Balance Scale

Argument Balance Scale

ACTIVITY FOR SUPPORTING IDEAS:
ARGUMENT SCALE
Kept mass
constant
Kept force
constant
Used a string
and weight to
model it

Kept length of
chain constant

Reason/Evidnc/Exp
Kept force constant
R eason/E vidnc/E xp

Kept force
constant (let
go at same
angle)

K ept m ass constant

Reason/Evidnc/Exp
Period changed
Claim/Position

Changed length
of string

ACTIVITY FOR SUPPORTING IDEAS:
ARGUMENT SCALE

Length of
chain

ISSUE
W hich has a greater
influence on the
sw ing’s perio d?

Changed mass

Claim/Position
Child’s mass

Data showed
no change in
period

The period got
shorter as the
string got
shorter

Understanding Language

L a n g u a g e , L it e r a c y , & L e a r n in g in t h e
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Argument Balance Scale

Argument Balance Scale

ACTIVITY FOR SUPPORTING IDEAS:
ARGUMENT SCALE

Compare the
evidence on both
sides (use criteria)

Reason/Evidnc/Exp
Kept force constant

R eason/E vidnc/E xp

R eason/E vidnc/E xp

Length constant

K ept m ass constant

Reason/Evidnc/Exp
Period changed
Claim/Position
Length of
chain

Understanding Language

Reason/Evidnc/Exp
Force constant

ACTIVITY FOR SUPPORTING IDEAS:
ARGUMENT SCALE

Compare the
evidence on both
sides (use criteria)

W hat about angle
it was dropped
from ?

Reason/Evidnc/Exp
No change in period

W hich has a greater
Claim/Position
influence on the sw ing’s
Child’s mass
perio d?

3-D Version

Jeff Zwiers
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Enhancing ADI

Argument Balance Scale
ACTIVITY FOR SUPPORTING IDEAS:
W hich has a greater influence on the sw ing’s
ARGUMENT SCALE
perio d?

Reason/Evidnc/Exp

R eason/E vidnc/E xp

Reason/Evidnc/Exp

R eason/E vidnc/E xp

Reason/Evidnc/Exp

R eason/E vidnc/E xp

Reason/Evidnc/Exp
R eason/E vidnc/E xp

Reason/Evidnc/Exp

Reason/Evidnc/Exp

Reason/Evidnc/Exp

Claim/Position

Claim/Position

Claim/Position

Claim/Position

Force

Child’s mass

Length of
chain

Angle

Reason/Evidnc/Exp

Third Observer Conversation Coaching

Third Observer Coaching: “Silent” Support Cards (from the COAT)
Paraphrase what
your partner said

Ask your partner to
clarify: __________
(Why…How…)

Give talkers support cards to
support conversation

Refer to the text

Define the
word: ________

Remind peers of ideas and
skills to use to deepen and
extend the conversation

Encourage your
partner to talk more

1.

Take notes on the Idea
Building Note-Taking Form

2.
3.

Understanding Language
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Build up the first
idea first

Ask for an (another)
example to support
the idea
Explain how
evidence supports
the idea/claim

Show that you are
listening with your
eyes, nods, posture

Stay focused on the
conversation
prompt/purpose

Pose an alternative
idea and start to
build it up
Jeff Zwiers
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Using the Cards
1 K:
2 M:
3 K:
4 M:
5 K:
6 M:
7 K:
8 M:
7 K:
8 M:
9 K:
10 M:
11 K:
12 M:
13 K:

Third Observer Conversation Coaching

So, why do squids have ink?
To hide.
What do you mean?
They hide in it.
Ask your partner to
Yeah…
clarify (Why…How…
OK, so why do they hide in their ink?
What do you mean by)
When they get scared, like maybe a predator comes after them.
Can you give an example of a predator?
Maybe a shark, or a whale.
OK, I think they got ink to..., um, they escape. It’s a little like your idea, but I think instead of
staying and hiding in the cloud of ink, they swim away. Like the picture.
Clarify: How do they
OK…
How do they escape with ink? escape with ink?
They let it out; it makes a cloud so they, you know, can swim away.
Stay focused on the
And it poisons the fish?
I don’t know; I think jellyfish are poison.
conversation
I hate jellyfish.
prompt/purpose
Me too.

The Search for the Perpetual Motion Machine

TASK: Create a model
conversation on a
current topic of study.
Try to include the core
conversation skills.

Figure a shows two of the innumerable perpetual motion machines that have
been proposed. The reason these two examples don't work is not much
different from the reason all the others have failed. Consider machine in Figure
a. Even if we assume that a properly shaped ramp would keep the ball rolling
smoothly through each cycle, friction would always be at work. The designer
imagined that the machine would repeat the same motion over and over again,
so that every time it reached a given point its speed would be exactly the same
as the last time. But because of friction, the speed would actually be reduced a
little with each cycle, until finally the ball would no longer be able to make it
over the top.

Major Pillars for this Work

(Purposeful building,
clarity & support
matter, Info gaps)
Jeff Zw iers
Understanding Language

L a n g u a g e , L it e r a c y , & L e a r n in g in t h e
C o n te n t A re a s

Use all interaction
activities to foster
skills of building,
clarifying,
supporting, &
evaluating

Push students to
push themselves
and others for
clarity and
support
(act like teachers)

What is dark matter, and why does it matter?
At the Gran Sasso underground laboratory, scientists are keeping watch over a giant tank filled with
3.5 metric tons of liquid xenon. Their hope is that exotic particles from deep space will whiz through
the liquid, emitting a telltale signal. So far, that hasn’t happened. But scientists hunting for so-called
“dark matter” have learned to be patient. Astronomers studying distant galaxies have noticed
something odd: The galaxies seemed to hold more matter than could be accounted for by the visible
material: stars and gas clouds. This missing mass, dubbed dark matter, is now believed to make up
more than a quarter of the total mass and energy in the visible universe. What is this stuff? The best
guess is that it’s made up of some kind of fast-moving particle that barely interacts with the ordinary
matter that makes up the stars and the planets. Theoretically, these particles can pass unimpeded
through miles of ordinary matter. And calculations suggest that it makes up 27% of the universe! But
scientists have been searching for these exotic particles for decades now, with no luck. So some are
beginning to wonder if dark matter exists at all. If it doesn’t exist, the reasoning goes, Einstein’s
theory of gravity may require some tweaking.

Create Model Conversations

Generations of inventors have tried to create a machine, called a perpetual
motion machine that would run forever without fuel. Such a machine is not
forbidden by Newton's laws of motion, which are built around the concepts of
force and inertia. Force is free, and can be multiplied indefinitely with pulleys,
gears, or levers. The principle of inertia seems even to encourage the belief that
a cleverly constructed machine might not ever run down.

Design for
authentic
communication

PROM PT: Read and then try to agree on a clear explanation of why scientists think dark
matter exists, what they and you think it is, if it exists, and discuss if you think it is
important to spend time and money on learning about it.

CONTACT INFO

In conversations,
build up every
idea as much as
possible—and
build up the first
idea first.

Jeff Zwiers | jzwiers@stanford.edu | jeffzwiers.org/october20
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